Sodium 
Introduction
It has been known for some time that meteor ablation is the source for the metallic layers observed in the mesosphere/ lower thermosphere [Slipher, 1929; Clemesha et al., 1978] . Initially, lidar data sets used to study freshly ablated trails [Kane and Gardner, 1993] were typically collected using integrations greater than 30 s. Such a configuration was sensitive to trails that either deposited a tremendous amount of metallic species or remained in the beam for a relatively long period of time, but it is likely that shorter duration trails (-1 
Experiment
A variety of instruments were running during the 1998 Leonid shower, including a Na Doppler wind/temperature lidar, airglow imagers, intensified CCDs, and standard video recorders. A more complete description of the experiment can be found in , but a foundation of the experiment was an observer relaying the coordinates of longlived visual trails to the telescope operator, who then spatially scanned the beam in order to acquire return from the Na resonance lidar. Once lidar observations were established, the trails were spatially tracked using the Na lidar return signal. This proved beneficial since it allowed records to continue long after the visual trails had dissipated. Further details about the meteor tracking can be found in Chuet al. [1999] .
The emphasis of this presentation is data collected by the University of Illinois' Na Doppler wind/temperature lidar that is interfaced with the site's 3.5 m diameter steerable telescope. This narrow linewidth lidar system probes the Na hyperfine structure to provide a measurement sensitive to both temperature as well as radial winds. Radial winds from 3 differing directions can be used to infer the vector winds. 
Rope:
The first trail presented is the Rope event previously discussed. In this particular observation, the telescope/beam was continually steering to maximize the Na trail's return. We will see that this is in contrast to the night's previous meteor tracking efforts presented in the following discussion (Sailboat, Diamond Ring). . Vector wind components were also measured by the Doppler Lidan however, they were not common volume with the meteor trail (the Lidar has to be scanned North, East and vertically to retrieve these components), nor could they be taken while tracking the trail, though they were typically acquired within a half hour. All these results are summarized in Table 1 .
Sailboat:
The Sailboat ablated at 11:07:00 with a visual magnitude of-2. The event left a long-lived visual trail which observers recorded until 11:13:30. Although the lidar collected returns from the trail for twenty minutes, the tracking of the trail was not optimal. Figure 3a displays the LOS range and shows the significant difference (compared to the Rope tracking, Figure  3a) of simply allowing the trail to drift out of the lidar beam followed by a lidar adjustment to reacquire the trail. The radial wind is estimated from Figure 3a to be 3 + 1 m/s (from 11.1 -11.43 UT). The radial wind determined using the Doppler technique at the trail's altitude is 9 + 2 rn/s (Figure   3b ). The inferred as well as Doppler zonal, meridional, and vertical winds tbr this event are also given in Table 1 For this event, the trail was first recorded in lidar returns at 09:28, but it took a few profiles to properly acquire the trail. Figure 3c shows the LOS range after the trail was acquired (~09:39). The radial wind is determined using this LOS range to be 2 + 1 rn/s (from 9.64-9.85 UT) and the mapped wind components are listed in Table 1 
